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Two gay men are here to perform for your pleasure. They
sigh, pout and flirt, caressing both each other and objects
from corporations that claim to adore them. Is this simply
an intimate session for these boys and their fans, or is
there something more being consumed?

Exhilarated and bewildered by what they are doing, the
boys go through the motions, posing and selling
themselves, trying to give you exactly what you want. But
who is it all really for? Both the celebration and
exploitation of queerness take centre stage in this cheeky
exploration of contemporary gay male identity.



About Stories Untold Productions Ltd
www.storiesuntoldproductions.com

Founded by Robyn Jancovich-Brown in 2021, Stories Untold
Productions is a new Scotland based production company
focusing on work which promotes equality, inclusion and well-
being in society.

Stories Untold Productions seeks to speak about the unspoken
and highlight stories and voices which are not heard in
mainstream spaces. We are creative producers who work
collaboratively with artists to research, create and stage work
which challenges the systemic under-representation of particular
artists and topics on UK stages.

About Craig Manson
www.craigmanson.info

Craig Manson (he/they) is a performer and artist based in Glasgow. He makes
performance that uses humour and movement to explore contemporary
LGBTQIA+ themes. His work spans theatre, live art, dance, film, cabaret and
club performance.
Craig likes to let his work speak for the interests of his practice as an artist,
rather than the other way around. Every process he begins is different and
responsive to the needs of the project and its themes. Based on this, Craig is
interested in the connections between sexuality, gender, mythology and
commercialisation, and he uses live performance to explore these topics.
 His practice is always collaborative and often involves the input of other
LGBTQIA+ artists whose work he's excited by. They like to work
collaboratively to create joyful and exhilarating experiences for an audience.



Show information

Age guidelines:
Running time: 
Disciplines: 
Themes:
On stage:
Crew:
Required in venue: 
Location/orientation: 

Full Tech Spec:

Contact Details

Robyn Jancovich-Brown 
robyn@storiesuntoldpoductions.com

16+
45mins
Theatre, New writing 
LGBTQ+, Self discovery,  
2 performers
1 CSM/ Light Operator, 1 Sound Tech
N/A
Indoor.

Here. 
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